**RECOMMENDED CONDUIT KNOCKOUT LOCATIONS**

Avoid routing conduit into brackets and dividers. Divider location varies based on bracket configuration.

Avoid routing conduit into brackets and dividers. Divider location varies based on bracket configuration.

**INSTALLING ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS**

Pull wires and cables to box as necessary (removal of gang mounting brackets may be required). Terminate wires and cables to electronic components, and install electronic components onto gang mounting brackets. Reinstall door assembly.

**DOOR ASSEMBLY**

Door must be removed to configure gang mounting brackets. Remove door and retain screws and washers for reassembly after configuring brackets.
GANG MOUNTING BRACKET CONFIGURATION

PER CUSTOMER SPECIFICATIONS, CONFIGURE GANG MOUNTING BRACKETS AS SHOWN BELOW AND REASSEMBLE INTO BOX (DECORA WALL PLATES SHOWN AS REFERENCE AND NOT INCLUDED).

1-GANG/2-GANG CONFIGURATION

2-GANG/2-GANG CONFIGURATION

3-GANG/1-GANG CONFIGURATION

4-GANG CONFIGURATION

BOTH GANG MOUNTING BRACKETS ARE IDENTICAL, AS IS THEIR CONFIGURATION CAPABILITY

GANG DIVIDER ASSEMBLY

INSERT GANG MOUNTING BRACKET INTO BOX

(2) #8-32 x .25 LG  FLAT HEAD SCREW